
     The dvd titled WARNER BROS. HOME ENTERTAINMENT ACADEMY AWARD-NOMINATED 

ANIMATION: CINEMA FAVORITES is a Fourth Quarter 2015 LVCA dvd donation to the Ligonier 

Valley Library. There are thirteen short color animations from the Warner Brothers, Fleischer 

Brothers, and MGM Studios represented on this dvd. Each was nominated for an Oscar®™. 

Below are Kino Ken’s ratings of these shorts, with a brief description of their contents. 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or vocal performance 

 

1. POPEYE THE SAILOR MEETS SINDBAD THE SAILOR   U.S.   1936   color   16 minutes 

Fleischer Studios produced for Paramount Pictures   Producer: Max Fleischer 

14 of a possible 20 points                                                                            ***1/2 of a possible ***** 

Points: 

             Co-Directors: Dave Fleischer and Willard Bowsky 

2           Editing 

2           Animation Camera 

2           Animation: Willard Bowsky, George Germanetti, Edward Nolan, Lillian Friedman 

2           Lighting 

0           Story 

2           Animation Director: Willard Bowsky 

             Music Supervisor: Lou Fleischer   Musical Director: Sammy Timberg 

1           Music: Samuel Lerner, Bob Rothberg, Sammy Timberg, John Philip Sousa 

2           Character Design 

0           Sound 

             Voices Cast: Jack Mercer (Voice of Popeye), Lou Fleischer (Voice of Wimpy), 

              Mae Questel (Voice of Olive Oyl), Gus Wickie (Voice of Sindbad / Bluto) 

              Donald Bain (Voices of Rokh the Mighty Eagle and Lions) 

2           Creativity 

14 total points 

 

     THE ARABIAN NIGHTS is converted into a Popeye adventure with Bluto essaying the role of 

villainous blowhard Sindbad, whose self-proclaimed title of “Most Remarkable Extraordinary 

Fellow” is jeopardized by arrival in his domain of Popeye, a spinach-gulping American sailor.  

Inexplicably finding long, twisty legs of Popeye’s female companion Olive Oyl tantalizingly 

erotic, Sindbad determines to steal the emaciated-looking Modigliani model for himself. He 

already has a collection of freaks enslaved on his island, including a two-headed giant named 

Boola, condor-like Rokh the Mighty Eagle, and a pride of subordinate lions that prove little 

more than noisy nuisances to Popeye. Why not add another one?  



     Popeye’s ship is wrecked when Rokh follows Sindbad’s orders to attack it. The monstrously 

oversized bird swoops down and carries off screaming, struggling Olive Oyl, depositing her 

unceremoniously on the ground near its master. Another ship occupant, J. Wellington 

Wimpy, is temporarily dowsed. Unperturbed by interruption in his meal schedule, Wimpy 

quickly recovers and sets out in search of a convenient viand. With the aid of a flexible 

periscope, he spots a native duck and obsessively chases it. Meanwhile, Popeye battles his 

way through a menagerie of attackers, working his way up to Master Sindbad himself. Their 

combat is unequal and brutish, all semblance of formalities dispensed with in favor of a no-

holds-barred brawl. The smaller sailor is almost throttled into submission. But a reserve can 

of spinach is still within reach.  

     Highlights of the film are three-dimensional backgrounds moved on a turntable, Sindbad’s 

boasting song, use of technicolor film for the first time in a Popeye cartoon, and realistically 

fluctuating shadows. Sound is by no means of pristine quality, making sotto voce ad libs 

unintelligible. Comedy relies heavily on slapstick combats, though a few witty asides are also 

communicated effectively. Memorably distinctive voicings are enjoyable. In a 1994 poll of 

one thousand American animators, this cartoon ranked seventeenth on a shortlist of the 50 

GREATEST CARTOONS OF ALL TIME compiled by Jerry Beck. Cartoon violence and sex role 

stereotypes abound in this short, so parents should use caution in permitting children to 

access it unaccompanied by teens or adults who can and should warn against bullying as a 

commendable problem-solving method.  

 

2. PEACE ON EARTH   U.S.   1939   color   9 minutes   Hugh Harman Productions for Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer Studios   Producers: Hugh Harman and Fred Quimby  

15 of a possible 20 points                                                                                 **** of a possible ***** 

Points: 

             Direction: Hugh Harman 

2           Editing 

2           Animation Camera 

0           Lighting 

2           Animation 

2           Story: Jack Cosgriff, Charles McGirl, Khat Harman 

2           Music: Scott Bradley, Franz Gruber (“Stille Nacht”) 

0           Sound 

1           Voices Cast: Mel Blanc (Voice of Grandpa Squirrel), The Hollywood Choir Boys 

2           Creativity 

2           Dramatic Tension 

15 total points 

 



     Reminiscent of Ladislas Starewicz’s chilling THE LILY OF BELGIUM, Hugh Harman’s 1939 

masterpiece begins as a cozy family storytelling session, veers into a history of human 

stupidity and waste, then ends in a recolonized paradise where animals frolic alone in blissful 

harmony and owls adopt squirrels as students rather than devouring them for dinner. 

Rotoscoped battle scenes replaying warfare in No Man’s Land are wedged between views of 

family tranquility. Harman seems to be inviting audiences to compare what they want to 

what they have. If reality is grim and depressing, change it.  

     Chief drawbacks of the film are depictions of animals being more cooperative and 

considerate than homo sapiens and insistence on denouncing all killing as violation of divine 

law. If that were so, then butchery of animals to obtain meat and other products would be 

sinful, an issue raised but not debated. 

     Tremendous contrasts in paint tones and atmospheres elevate this animation to the level 

of fine art. Its story of man’s tragedy is strikingly unusual in a medium which in 1939 was 

devoted almost entirely to the entertainment of children. Did Harman wish to prepare them 

for what was looming in the near future?  

     A trio of writers notably does not include the director. Jack Cosgriff, Charles McGirl and 

Khat Harman are virtual unknown today and were no more popular or esteemed when this 

animation was released. The universal relevance of the film’s themes and darkness of its 

vision still shake up audiences today.  

     Though Scott Bradley is credited with the music, it is Franz Gruber’s “Stille Nacht” that 

provides gravity and ambience to match imposing midsection scenes.  

     Silhouetted figures of soldiers battle over issues such as the right to eat red meat or  

superiority of one physical attribute over another. These keep the story objective and 

depersonalized. Viewers are unlikely to become defensive about either army.  

     Readings from several of the Ten Commandments and an injunction in Chapter Sixty-One 

of Isaiah to reconstruct places destroyed by war are approved and obeyed by woodland 

creatures of Peaceville. They go unheeded by more conscientious and knowledgeable 

humans, who employ superior technology but inferior ethics. Both then and at present. 

     Due to graphic depiction of human warfare, PEACE ON EARTH is not suitable for preteens, 

but mandatory screening for their elders.    

 

3. A WILD HARE   U.S.   1940   Technicolor   8 minutes   A Merrie Melodie    

Warner Bros. Pictures   Producer: Leon Schlesinger 

16 of a possible 20 points                                                                                **** of a possible ***** 

Points: 

             Direction: Fred “Tex” Avery 

2           Editing 

2           Animation Camera 



2           Lighting 

2           Animation: Virgil Ross, Charles McKimson, Robert McKimson, Rod Scribner 

0           Story: Rich Hogan 

             Music Supervisor: Carl Stallings 

2           Music: Eubie Blake (“I’m Just Wild About Harry,” 1921), Ed Haley 

              (“While Strolling Through the Park One Day”), “Yankee Doodle,”  

              “The Girl I Left Behind Me,” Ruggiero Leoncavallo (“Laugh, Clown, Laugh” from his 

              opera I PAGLIACCI) 

1            Character Design 

2            Sound 

2            Voices Cast: Mel Blanc (Voices of Bugs Bunny and Skunk), Arthur Bryan  

               (Voice of Elmer Fudd), Marion Darlington (Bird Whistling) 

1            Creativity 

16 total points 

 

     A WILD HARE was the first film in which Bugs Bunny uttered the deathless line “Er, What’s 

Up, Doc?” even though he was certainly not conversing with a physician. Neither Bugs nor his 

adversary in this hunting episode, Elmer Fudd, had yet attained final polished form. Bugs is 

thinner, with less prominent teeth, than his mature self. Not so porcine as in later 

installments and sporting a shiny red schnozzer recalling W. C. Fields, Elmer resembles a little 

boy with an oversized head, one about three times the size of his prey’s.  

     What there is of plot concerns Elmer’s desire to shoot a rabbit for future dining pleasure. 

Bugs is his choice of victim. Being the smarter one, Bugs reverses their roles, playing “Guess 

Who?” with his stalker, inserting a skunk in Elmer’s trap, and even bussing his enemy. Faking 

death, the showoff allows himself a hammy valedictory speech. Fudd is fooled, again and 

again, yet never draws the appropriate conclusion his opponent is too clever for him. Like 

Charlie Brown, he is snared in an endlessly unrewarding routine, driven to perpetual defeats 

by completely unsupported optimism. 

     The best moment in the film comes when Bugs sets himself under a tree for a picture, 

observes birds overhead, and wisely sidesteps out of harm’s way, repositioning himself 

where no other creature enters the ring of a camera lens. At the same time, Bugs and his 

writers pun on multiple meanings of “shot.” 

     Though a lesser entry in terms of verbal sophistication, A WILD HARE exhibits formidable 

refinement of lighting, humorous misappropriations of sentimental musical themes, and a 

welcome diversity of camera angles.  

     Suitable for family viewing, this short contains considerable raciness and violence.  

Parental previewing and discretion are recommended.   

 



4. PUSS GETS THE BOOT   U.S.   1940   color   9 minutes   Warner Bros. Pictures    

Producers: Rudolf Ising, Fred Quimby 

 

18 of a possible 20 points                                                                          ****1/2 of a possible ***** 

Points: 

             Direction: Joseph Barbera, William Hanna, Rudolph Ising 

2           Editing 

1           Story: William Hanna, Joseph Barbera 

2           Animation Camera 

2           Lighting 

1           Music: Scott Bradley 

2           Animation: Pete Burness, Tony Pabian, Carl Urbano, Jack Zander, and possibly several 

             others (different sources offer different additional credit names) 

             Backgrounds: Robert Gentle 

             Layouts: Harvey Eisenberg 

2           Character Design 

2           Sound 

2           Voices Cast: Lillian Randolph* (Mammy Two Shoes), Clarence Nash (Jasper the Cat), 

             William Hanna* (Mouse) 

2           Creativity 

18 total points 

 

     A very early Tom and Jerry prototype animation, PUSS GETS THE BOOT features a cat 

named “Jasper,” which will in later episodes be renamed Tom, and an anonymous mouse 

which will morph eventually into “Jerry.” The plot here concerns a victimized rodent who has 

no qualms about making life difficult for his larger four-pawed tormentor. 

     Jasper toys in bullying fashion with small prey he outruns, corners, captures, and menaces. 

When a racing cat sends a vase of flowers crashing to the floor, only intervention by African-

American housekeeper Mammy Two Shoes prevents the mouse from becoming snack food. 

Mammy has about reached the limit of her patience with an accident-prone feline more 

obstacle than helper. She warns him another breakage will lead to his speedy exile.  

     Upon hearing those words, vengeful mouse decides to expedite what is probably 

inevitable. He experiments with threatening to drop a glass. That momentarily keeps the cat 

at bay. When one such container is caught in timely fashion by Jasper, Mouse picks up and 

drops more, one at a time, in breakneck succession. Jasper frenetically scrambles after each, 

using tray and supernatural alacrity to forestall any shattering of glass. Re-covering the 

threshold with furniture cushions, the cat insures silent falls.  



     Since his first plan is now foiled, the mouse moves on to a set of plates. Being larger, they 

should produce an even greater din when dropped. Especially if they are gradually first built 

into a leaning tower. Can Jasper keep that ramshackle column of china upright as it grows 

taller … and taller … and wobblier? 

     This first outing of cat and mouse begins with what will become a trademark chase. There 

is less noise and mayhem than in later installments, prolonged suspense taking precedence 

over chaotic clamor and bouts of sadistic persecution. A couple smacks, one blow to the eye, 

some self-induced concussions, and a pinned tail constitute the violence seen and heard. 

Menace and inference provide relatively subtle entertainment. 

     Both characters, Jasper and Mouse, appear in what will be their mature shapes. This early 

incarnation of cat Tom is less vicious than his later counterpart. Mouse seems slower on the 

uptake than Jerry in later cartoons. Already the vengeance theme dominates. Humans are 

kept well in the background if visible at all.  

     Commendable lighting insures each detail of setting is clear. 

     Story and music are predictable. 

     Whoever edited the pictures (presumably Hanna and Barbera) maintained highly 

articulated motion throughout, occasionally making fine use of stretched lines to advance  

action. Certainly this is one of the best and most rational of Tom and Jerry’s adventures. Its 

conclusion, a harbinger of endless repetitions to come, is fresh and fully satisfying.  

     Technically, animation and layouts are simple in form, complex in execution, quite 

smoothly flowing from scene to scene. 

     PUSS GETS THE BOOT should prove a welcome addition to any animation collector’s 

library. 

 

5. SUPERMAN   U.S.   1941   color   10 minutes   Paramount Pictures Corporation 

Producer: Max Fleischer 

 

15 of a possible 20 points                                                                              **** of a possible ***** 

Points: 

             Direction: Dave Fleischer 

2           Editing 

2           Cinematography: Charles Schettler 

2           Lighting             

0           Story: Joe Schuster, Jerry Siegel, Seymour Kneitel, Isadore Sparber, Jay Morton 

             Music Supervisor: Lou Fleischer 

2           Music: Winston Sharples, Sammy Timberg   Arranger: Sammy Timberg 

1           Character Design 

2           Animation: Frank Endres, Steve Muffati          



1           Sound: Milton Lustig and Maurice Manne 

2           Voices Cast: Bud Collyer (Voices of Superman and Clark Kent), Julian Noa 

              (Voice of Perry White), Jack Mercer (Voice of Mad Scientist), Jackson Beck 

              (Voice of Narrator), Joan Alexander (Voice of Lois Lane) 

              Narrator: Jackson Beck 

1            Creativity 

15 total points 

 

     This is the original SUPERMAN animation from the Fleischer Brothers, with Dave 

supervising and the duo of Frank Endres and Steve Muffati supplying the animation.  

Character designs hew close to comic book prototypes. 

     An insane scientist is intent on manifesting power through wanton destruction of 

skyscrapers, bridges and similar infrastructure. He is using a kind of laser ray which 

disintegrates whatever it strikes, the notable exception being alien-born Superman. Familiar 

journalists Lois Lane, Clark Kent, and Perry White are on hand.  

     By 1941, the Fleischers were beginning to coast in their productions. Two successive 

features, GULLIVER’S TRAVELS and HOPPITY GOES TO TOWN, had failed to pull audiences 

away from Disney releases. Gulliver too closely resembled Snow White’s Prince Charming. 

Hoppity appeared a simple rip-off of Jiminy Cricket from PINOCCHIO. These blander, less 

charismatic cartoon protagonists needed snappy lines to hold the attention of youngsters. All 

too few are present. A lack of Chaplinesque pathos in Fleischer output did nothing to expand 

audiences or deepen emotional bonding with stereotypes already more than a trifle 

outdated.  

     Pictorially, the animation borrows heavily from FRANKENSTEIN and Jules Verne. As an 

antagonist, the unnamed menacing inventor is completely shallow, with no motive offered 

for radically bizarre behavior. He bears no similarity to any real human being, voiding not 

only viewer recognition but also all personal concern about his fate. What is portrayed is so 

inexplicable it becomes utterly inconsequential.  

     A suspenseful accompanying music score credited to Winston Sharples and Steve Muffati is 

a definite asset. So is resourceful lighting which effectively utilizes sharply defined blocks of 

primary colors to suggest a film noir environment.  

     Since SUPERMAN is a justice tale, its resolution is known in advance even to young 

children. At the time of its release, villains received full and often fatal punishment for 

criminal activity. Heroes found adequate reward in triumphant accomplishment of 

superhuman good deeds. They didn’t require adulation or payment. Good invariably 

vanquished evil. Such simplicity of plot and theme made motion pictures of the era 

comfortable entertainment for child watchers.  



     More worrisome today is the cartoon’s potential for mindless violence, thankfully kept 

within reasonable bounds.   

     Adults may still enjoy a certain degree of naivete about the plot and conclusion.  

     More satisfactory than essential, SUPERMAN nonetheless became a staple of Hollywood  

crime-fighting serials. He continues his fight for justice and virtue even in the twenty-first 

century. 

 

6. HIAWATHA’S RABBIT HUNT   U.S.   1941   color   8 minutes   Warner Bros. Pictures 

Producer: Leon Schlesinger   A Merrie Melodie. 

17 of a possible 20 points                                                                          ****1/2 of a possible ***** 

Points: 

            Direction: Isadore Freleng 

2          Editing 

2          Animation Camera 

1          Story: Michael Maltese 

1          Lighting 

2          Animation: Gil Turner, Richard Bickenbach, Gerry Chiniquy, Cal Dalton, Manuel Perez 

2          Music: Carl Stalling   Musical Direction: Carl Stalling   Orchestrator: Milt Franklyn 

2          Sound Effects: Treg Brown 

1          Character Design: Robert Givens 

2          Voices Cast: Mel Blanc (Bugs Bunny and Hiawatha) 

2          Creativity 

17 total points 

 

     Neither Native American nobility nor their wisdom is on display in HIAWATHA’S RABBIT 

HUNT, a 1941 Termite Terrace release saddled with a particularly uninspired story by  

Michael Maltese. It begins with Bugs perusing a book titled LITTLE HIAWATHA. Comparing its 

plot with hunting preparations being made nearby by the title character’s real-life self, Bugs 

concludes he is about to become prey. Not overly worried, the rabbit continues a relaxing 

soak in his pot of water. When Hiawatha arrives, he helps the hunter arrange firewood 

underneath it, claiming a hotter bath would be even more desirable. 

     As expectant hunter adds carrots to heating water, Bugs devours them with relish. The 

thought belatedly occurs to him that Hiawatha intends creating rabbit stew. Defensive action 

is in order! The rabbit scrambles to safety in a convenient hole. 

     Hiawatha hopes to capture and bind Bugs when he emerges. His plan backfires, though, 

and Bugs takes a captive instead. To celebrate, the wacky “wabbit” does a conga dance, 

disappearing into the forest. He returns in the guise of an exceptionally long-eared brave. 

Undeceived, real native threatens counterfeit with an arrow from his bow. 



     The two next engage in a hopping chase which concludes with Hiawatha taking a final 

jump off a cliff. Does he survive? Will Bugs repent?  

     Dull dialogue isn’t adequately offset by interesting tracking shots and attractive scenery. 

Neither character shows development, nor is there a jolt of unexpected action to rivet 

attention.  

     However, crisp sound and a winning musical accompaniment are present. Mel Blanc 

delivers distinctive vocals for both Bugs and his opponent. 

     Adequately clear lighting nonetheless lacks diffusion and contrasts.  

     Best categorized as a child’s diversion, HIAWATHA’S RABBIT HUNT is a minor entry in the 

Warner Brothers animation catalog. Director Freleng himself would turn out a much greater 

work the same year: RHAPSODY IN RIVETS. It follows immediately on this dvd. 

 

7. RHAPSODY IN RIVETS   U.S.   1941   color   7 minutes   Warner Bros. Pictures 

Producer: Leon Schlesinger   A Merrie Melodie. 

19 of a possible 20 points                                                                              ***** of a possible ***** 

Points: 

             Direction: Isadore Freleng 

2           Editing 

2           Animation Camera 

2           Lighting 

1           Story: Michael Maltese 

2           Animation: Gil Turner 

2           Music: Franz Liszt (“Second Hungarian Rhapsody”) 

2           Characterization 

2           Sound 

2           Conclusion 

2           Creativity 

2           Humor 

19 total points 

 

     A masterpiece of music and art fusion, RHAPSODY IN RIVETS combines brilliantly 

alternating stretches of languor and frantic activity as the rise and fall of a skyscraper 

commands center stage. Each pictured construction task is presented with a matching 

rhythm, often to absurdly delightful effect. Especially memorable is the film’s climax, when 

an unprepossessing basset finishes the project, in more ways than one.  

     An intriguing sidebar, according to Jerry Beck, is that George Gershwin’s “Second 

Rhapsody” of 1931 was first subtitled “Rhapsody in Rivets.” (This information derives from 

page 154 of THE 100 GREATEST LOONY TUNES CARTOONS edited by Jerry Beck and published 



by Insight Editions of San Rafael, California, United States , copyright 2010 by Warner Bros. 

Entertainment Inc.) 

     Animation timing is calibrated minutely to musical beats throughout. Tools are paired with 

musical instruments possessing identical pitches. RHAPSODY IN RIVETS is a superb 

manifestation of Machine Age perfectionism. Its exemplary conjunction of rhythm and kinetic 

art would also be reflected in Norman McLaren’s BEGONE DULL CARE (1950) and CANON 

(1960), as well as Oskar Fischinger’s MOTION PAINTING NO. 1 (1947). 

     Don’t miss an opportunity to enjoy this masterwork, a delight for viewers of any age. 

 

 8. THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS   U.S.   1941   color   9 minutes   MGM  

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)   Producer: Fred Quimby    

20 of a possible 20 points                                                                              ***** of a possible ***** 

Points: 

             Direction: Joseph Barbera, William Hanna 

2           Editing 

2           Animation Camera 

2           Lighting 

2           Story: William Hanna, Joseph Barbera 

2           Animation: George Gordon, Irven Spence, Jack Zander, Cecil Surry, Bill Littlejohn 

2           Music: “Deck the Halls,” “The First Noel,” James Pierpoint (“Jingle Bells,” 1857), 

             Franz Gruber (“Silent Night,” 1818), Richard Storrs Willis (“It Came Upon the Midnight 

             Clear,” 1850), Scott Bradley (incidental background music) 

2           Character Design 

2           Sound 

2           Creativity 

2           Humor 

20 total points 

 

     A chase classic, THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS subverts the usual Tom and Jerry antics by 

showing a remorseful Tom allowing nemesis Jerry re-entry to his home at Christmas. 

Elements of Hans Christian Andersen’s “The Little Match Girl” appear, with a frozen Jerry 

being revived by a charitably contrite host whose Christmas spirit has been energized by 

hearing Christmas carolers outside. 

     The film opens with Jerry bypassing an enticing piece of cheese gift-wrapped on a mouse 

trap set just in front of his cubbyhole. Bypassing that lure, he travels instead to the bottom of 

a Christmas tree encircled by toys. The mouse frolics among them, eventually rousing sleeper 

Tom in the process. Knockabout pursuit follows, Tom as usual getting the majority of 

bruisings. However, he ultimately manages to drive pesty troublemaker out through a mail 



slot in the front door. Apparently, this home is not in sunny southern California. What Tom 

subsequently observes when he rubs frost off a window pane is a frozen popsicle version of 

his former adversary. Rest assured, though, nothing has occurred which cannot be reversed 

by a toasting in front of a log fire. 

     Exquisite expressiveness of physical movement is a highlight, with superb layout 

achievement evident. Buoyed by a series of Christmas carol evergreens and a charming 

change of attitude on Tom’s part about two-thirds of the way through, THE NIGHT BEFORE 

CHRISTMAS shows both atypical charitableness in the cat and unwonted stoicism in Jerry, 

who marches back and forth in snowdrifts until chilled into immobility.  

     Though its conclusion is fairly predictable, comparatively restrained behavior of the 

characters in this seasonal outing makes enjoyable entertainment for primary grade children 

and older siblings.  

     Music is superior in quality, animation masterfully evocative, lighting 

and sound engineered brilliantly. More subdued and humane in its depiction of friendly 

playmates than many of its fellows, this animation richly reflects the Christmas spirit of 

terrestrial peace and brotherhood, a useful tonic for worried viewers in a nation recently 

committed to war. 

 

9. BLITZ WOLF   U.S.   1942   color   10 minutes   MGM (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) 

Producer: Fred Quimby 

17 of a possible 20 points                                                                          ****1/2 of a possible ***** 

Points: 

             Direction: Fred “Tex” Avery 

2           Editing 

2           Animation Camera 

1           Lighting 

2           Animation: Ray Abrams, Preston Blair, Ed Love, Irven Spence 

             Layouts: Bernard Wolf 

1           Story: Rich Hogan 

2           Music: Scott Bradley, 

2           Character Design 

1           Sound 

2           Voices Cast: Pinto Colvig (Sergeant Pork, the Third Pig), Frank Graham (Narrator), 

             Bill Thompson (Voice of Adolf Wolf) 

             Visual Effects: Al Grandmain 

2           Creativity 

17 total points 



     With the United States thoroughly committed to World War II by the time of its release, 

BLITZ WOLF is part propaganda, part thoroughly innovative retelling of the classic “Three 

Little Pigs” story. It’s definitely not a Disney product, the iconoclastic mind behind its 

mayhem belonging to Fred “Tex” Avery, erstwhile inhabitant of Termite Terrace, who was 

working at this point for MGM after what appeared to be attempted lapinocide on  

Bugs Bunny at the conclusion of 1941’s THE HECKLING HARE short. 

     The plot of BLITZ WOLF features a lupine version of Adolf Hitler attempting total war 

against three patriotic American pigs. Parodying Disney’s THE THREE LITTLE PIGS, Avery resets 

the story in a contemporary war zone.  

     It begins in what looks like a World War I battleground. Action soon reverts to housing 

construction by three porcine carpenters, one of which is obviously a far more astute 

engineer than his neighbors. Two of these little pigs are deluded into believing Hitler’s 

pledges in his public Non-Aggression Pact.  

     Sergeant Pork knows better, creating a fortress for his residence. Adolf arrives in undue 

haste with tanks and hostile intent, easily destroying houses of straw and sticks, sending their 

builders fleeing to the heavily fortified residence of Sgt. Pork. Pigmania survives and 

counterattacks with B19 ½ bombers and USA Vitamin B1s. Adolf is shot repeatedly, ignited, 

exploded, foiled at every encounter with defense preparation expert Pork. He ends up in 

furnace-like underground caverns where red-hot devils inform him “it’s a possibility” when 

Adolf hazards a guess about his current location.  

     Verbal gags proliferate as well as visual ones. Adolf at one point asserts “I Don’t Want To 

Set The World On Fire.” A punning slogan on Hitler’s official title suggests “Der Fewer Der 

Better.” Viewers are enjoined at one point to “Go on and Hiss. Who cares?” as if they were 

watching a vaudeville show with Hitler playing the villain.  

     Used adroitly for supplementary atmosphere, snippets of “London Bridge is Falling Down,” 

“You’re In the Army Now,” “Dixie,” and “Over There” couple popular melodic themes with 

combat settings. Several of these are anachronisms. That doesn’t dilute their suggestiveness.  

     A sign posted outside Sergeant Pork’s residence has been altered to read “No Japs 

Allowed.” The original text was “No Dogs Allowed.” This correction equates Japanese soldiers 

with canines, a colorful metaphor used as war propaganda. 

     Buzz bombs become “Scream” bombs, the wolf’s traditional windiness of destruction is 

replaced by “huffing and puffing” tanks, a painful “hot foot” gets depicted graphically in the 

form of a hot dog enclosed within a human foot. Hitler signs himself “Adolf Wolf, Colossal 

Stinker.” He apparently is an admirer of Bugs Bunny’s lingo.  

     Artillery shells tarry at sight of female models in a magazine blatantly identified as Esquire. 

Product placement was alive and well already in 1942. 



     Lighting and sound are less than pristine and in need of restorative work. By no means 

original, the film plot still manages to rivet attention thanks to novel variations  

accommodating wartime propaganda.  

     BLITZ WOLF makes appropriate viewing for teens and adults. It is too evocative of war’s 

realities for preteens to watch as entertainment.    

 

10. PIGS IN A POLKA    U.S.   1943   color   8 minutes   Leon Schlesinger Studios for  

Warner Bros. Pictures   Producer: Leon Schlesinger   A Merrie Melodie. 

18 of a possible 20 points                                                                          ****1/2 of a possible ***** 

Points: 

             Direction: Isadore Freleng 

2           Editing: Treg Brown 

2           Animation Camera 

1           Lighting  

1           Story: Warren Foster, Michael Maltese, Tedd Pierce 

2           Music: Johannes Brahms   Musical Direction: Carl Stalling    

             Orchestrator: Milt Franklyn 

2           Animation: Ken Champin, Richard Bickenbach, Jack Bradbury, Gerry Chiniquy,  

             Manuel Perez, Gil Turner 

             Layouts: Owen Fitzgerald 

2           Character Design 

2           Sound: Charles David Forrest (Sound Recordist), Treg Brown (Sound Effects) 

2           Voices Cast: Bea Benaderet (Second Little Pig), Sara Berner (First Little Pig), 

              Mel Blanc (Big Bad Wolf and Third Little Pig) 

2            Creativity 

18 total points 

 

     Isadore Freleng was the maestro of animated film combinations coupling abstract classical 

music and ridiculous cartoon behaviors. One of his most inspired outings occurred in the 

production of PIGS IN A POLKA, a short dedicated to lampooning Disney’s THE THREE LITTLE 

PIGS of 1933. In the Freleng parody, each protagonist wears an identifying number on his 

clothing, with Pigs 1 and 2 absurdly dancing about bottomless. Pig 1 smirks in the manner of 

Maurice Chevalier. Perhaps intentionally? Pig 2 struts about in mock Mae West style. Pig 3, a 

grumpy realist with no spare time for gamboling about, is not so much of a bacchantalist as 

playful neighbors. He’s the one who discloses a disguised wolf pretending to be gypsy 

musician by flipping over the record playing on a hidden phonograph swaddled inside the 

traveller’s garments. That action changes tune and tone, with Mr. Wolf suddenly breaking out 

into a trademark Cossack kickdance, revealing his true identity. 



     Synchronization of musical beat to character motion attains virtual perfection in this short. 

     Also noteworthy is the manner in which a considerable amount of plot material is 

presented by inference, as when two about-to-be-devoured pigs disappear behind a rock 

followed by famished violinist. When the three reappear, the musician’s gypsy garments are 

shared between pigs, who have turned the tables offscreen on their predator.  

     Key film moments are Pig One building himself a prefabricated straw house following 

poster-size directions, talcum powder being dropped onto a “freezing” gypsy in lieu of true 

snow, and a chase up stairs leading to the second floor of Pig Three’s house which culminates 

in the trespasser’s protracted drop down a residential elevator shaft. Is that any way to treat 

a guest? 

     With zesty music snatched from the Hungarian Dances of Johannes Brahms, speedy wipes 

tumbling one scene into another amid craftily modulated editing by Treg Brown,  

PIGS IN A POLKA is essential viewing for the entire family. 

     Note its fine vocal cast includes Mel Blanc, speaking for both Big Bad Wolf and cynical  

Third Little Pig and Bea Benaderet, serving as the mouthpiece of Pig Two. Bea had a lengthy 

radio career with stints in Orson Welles’ Mercury Theater of the Air. Later she moved to 

television, portraying neighbor Blanche Morton on The George Burns and Gracie Allen Show. 

She inaugurated the voice of Betty Rubble for The Flintstones television series and became 

nearly as iconic in the physical role of Kate Bradley, proprietress of the Shady Rest Hotel in 

Petticoat Junction. 

 

11. THE SWOONER CROONER   U.S.   1944   color   7 minutes   Leon Schlesinger Studios for 

Warner Bros. Pictures   Producer: Leon Schlesinger   A Looney Tune. 

19 of a possible 20 points                                                                              ***** of a possible ***** 

Points: 

             Direction: Frank Tashlin 

2           Editing: Treg Brown 

2           Animation Camera 

1           Lighting 

2           Story: Warren Foster 

2           Animation: Izzy Ellis, George Cannata, Arthur Davis 

2           Character Design 

2           Music: “Shortnin’ Bread,” adapted by Jacques Wolf  

             Harry Warren (“September in the Rain,” “Lullaby of Broadway,” and  

             “You Must Have Been a Beautiful Baby”)   

             Dave Franklin and Cliff Friend (“When My Dreamboat Comes Home”) 

             Cliff Friend (“Trade Winds”) 

             Harold Arlen (“Blues in the Night”) 



             Raymond Scott (“Powerhouse”) 

             Max Steiner (“It Can’t Be Wrong”) 

             Herman Hupfield (“As Time Goes By”) 

             Arthur Altman (“I’ll Pray For You”) 

             Ernesto Lecuona (“Always in My Heart”) 

             Gioacchino Rossini (“Dawn” from the William Tell Overture) 

             Anonymous (“Chicken Reel”) 

             Musical Direction: Carl Stalling     Orchestrator: Milt Franklyn 

2           Voices Cast: Mel Blanc (Porky Pig), Sara Berner (Chickens), Richard Bickenbach 

             (Bing Crosby and Frank Sinatra Roosters), Sam Glasser (Al Jolson, Jimmy Durante, 

             Cab Calloway, and Nelson Eddy Roosters), and Bea Benaderet (Chickens) 

2           Sound        

2           Creativity 

19 total points 

          

     Frank Tashlin, better known as director of live action comedies starring Jerry Lewis, was 

also a talented supervisor of animation. His major contributions in the latter field included 

NASTY QUACKS (1945), PLANE DAFFY (1944), PORKY PIG’S FEAT (1943), SCRAP HAPPY DAFFY 

(1943), THE STUPID CUPID (1944), WHOLLY SMOKE (1938), and the title under review from 

1944.  

     THE SWOONER CROONER poked fun at the cult of teenage girls and young women who 

fainted when Frank Sinatra sang ballads. Tashlin put the new singing sensation in context, 

forcing him into competition with other iconic pop vocalists of the twentieth century. 

Choosing as unlikely venue for these performances an “eggcraft factory” managed by  

Porky Pig on behalf of Flockheed, the director proceeded to show what effect these swooning 

spells had on wartime production there.  

     It seems hens stop dutifully laying eggs when Frankie opens his mouth. This threatens 

Porky’s job security and hampers the war effort, depriving Allied soldiers of vital 

nourishment.  

     To correct the problem, Porky holds auditions where a range of other roosters attempt to 

woo workers away from unproductive fascination with Frankie. One resembles Nelson Eddy, 

both in appearance and tone. Another simulates Al Jolson. Jimmy Durante and  

Cab Calloway avian copycats also get a turn at the mike.  

     Most successful of the newcomers is a Bing Crosby imitator crooning “When My 

Dreamboat Comes Home.” This gets hens laying again and precipitates a vocal duel with 

envious Frank Sinatra sound-alike. The Crosby type wears a red-and-yellow hot tropical shirt, 

while a bendable, pipe cleaner Sinatra baritone makes do with just a Kelly green bow tie 

more appropriate to The Old Groaner’s Irish ancestry.  



     One vexing outdated element is the Jolson singer’s imitation of his “Mammy” character 

pose, recalling all too forcefully the heyday of blackface performance.   

     A welcome diversity of vocal styles is presented, with representative samplings of pop, 

jazz, and even folk music. Warren Foster’s story line allows Porky some verbal cleverness, a 

rarity. The pig is usually treated as a hopeless dunce. Lively editing by Treg Brown keeps 

action moving swiftly forward. So do contrasts in photography, from close-ups to long shots 

amid a parade of ever-shifting points of view. 

     Of more interest to teens and adults than preteens, SWOONER CROONER is an especially 

tuneful window into the nation’s musical past. 

 

12. WALKY TALKY HAWKY   U.S.   1946   color   7 minutes   Warner Bros. Pictures 

Producer: Edward Selzer   A Merrie Melodie. 

15 of a possible 20 points                                                                                 **** of a possible ***** 

Points: 

2          Direction: Robert McKimson  

2          Editing: Treg Brown 

1          Animation Camera 

2          Lighting 

1          Story: Warren Foster 

1          Animation: Richard Bickenbach, Cal Dalton, Don Williams 

            Backgrounds: Richard Thomas 

            Layouts: Cornett Wood             

1          Music: Carl Stalling                         

2          Sound: Treg Brown 

2          Voices Cast: Mel Blanc (Foghorn Leghorn, Henery Hawk, Barnyard Dawg, Poppa Hawk) 

1          Creativity 

15 total points  

     WALKY TALKY HAWKY is a rhyming riddle posing as a Warner Brothers cartoon. It was 

directed by Robert McKimson and features an assortment of ill-matched adversarial pairs.                                      

     Young Henery, a hawk, is lectured on the necessity of developing a taste for chicken flesh. 

Unable yet to fly and already confronted with food deprivation, Henery drops to the ground 

and begins a search for the creature his dad has described.  

     In a barnyard close by, two battling residents are taking turns assaulting each other. Dog 

brains rooster with a choice watermelon. Rooster waits until Dog slumbers, then lifts him up 

and unceremoniously delivers a smack on the rear. This Punch-and-Judy takeoff introduces 

two colorful eccentrics who will make life confusing for the protagonist.  

     Henery encounters Foghorn Leghorn first, who looks and acts like a rooster. Yet he claims 

to be a horse to avoid the possibility he might provide an uncertain young hawk with a meal 



ticket. If the novice wishes to locate a chicken, there is one conveniently close, Foghorn 

asserts: Barnyard Dawg.  

     Henery approaches and inspects the dog so identified. Employing a Yiddish accent, the bird 

exclaims in disbelief that never has he seen so huge a canine. Dawg responds by giving chase 

until his leash finally yanks him to a stop.  

     Henery attempts a lift and carry operation on Dawg’s house. Dawg fends off that attack. 

Then Foghorn proposes forcing his foe onto rollerskates. Henery can push him off and away 

on those. That doesn’t work, either.  

     Dawg and Foghorn debate which of them is the real chicken.  

     Henery, after liberating the dog from its leash, watches it pursue Foghorn into a barn. He 

follows them inside, eventually returning with not one, but three potential meals, the third 

being a horse dragged out by its tail. The hawk’s assumption is that one of those creatures 

must be the desirable prey Papa had talked to him about.  

     Even if his belief is correct, which one should he keep? 

     Somewhat hobbled by reliance on repetitious bluster, the cartoon focusses mainly on a 

mismentoring relationship between Henery and Foghorn. The other three characters function 

solely as plot devices.  

     Foghorn is obnoxious, abrasive, and loud. Perhaps such an overbearing loudmouth merits 

whatever fate destiny sends.  

     Henery is much smaller, suggestible, superstrong, credulous. Tackling a job much too 

complex for him and completely lacking experience, he must rely on instinct and luck even to 

survive.  

     The film ends as inconclusively as it began, Henery still unsure whether what he is bringing 

home is worthwhile fine dining. 

     Notable for exaggerations of shapes and misapplication of nouns, WALKY TALKY HAWKY is 

amusing and historic, marking the film debut of Foghorn Leghorn. The rooster’s rambling, 

overinflected misinformation is reminiscent of a W. C. Fields knockoff turned loose on 

unsuspecting rubes in the country.  

     Carl Stalling’s music is disappointingly hokey, failing to reinforce, much less enhance, the 

ambience McKimson was seeking.  

     Lively editing by Treg Brown and magnificent layouts by Cornett Wood are virtues. Lighting 

and sound are also of convincingly high quality. 

     Not so the plot, which is a letdown. Dialogue isn’t nearly so funny as seemingly 

independent visuals. The film suffers from unresolved duality. Is it supposed to be literate 

screwball comedy or corny slapstick? Possibly both? 

     Suitable for family viewing, this particular Merrie Melodie would have benefited greatly 

from more refinement of story and characterization. McKimson’s penchant for falling back on 

conventional physical comedy when script coherency issues arose surfaced troublingly here, 



damaging what from its starting premise promised to be less than a fully satisfying cartoon.  

At least it avoided ethnic slurs and racial stereotypes, not always the case with Warner’s 

output from the 1940s. 

 

13. “DR. JEKYLL AND MR. MOUSE”   U.S.   1947   color   8 minutes   MGM  

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)   Producer: Fred Quimby 

19 of a possible 20 points                                                                          ***** of a possible ***** 

Points: 

             Direction: William Hanna, Joseph Barbera 

2           Editing 

2           Animation Camera 

2           Lighting 

1           Story: Robert Louis Stevenson from his novel STRANGE CASE OF DR. JEKYLL AND MR.  

       HYDE, published in 1886, transformed into a Tom and Jerry black comedy 

2           Music: Scott Bradley 

2           Sound 

2           Animation: Ed Barge, Michael Lah, Kenneth Muse, Al Grandmain, Ray Patterson, 

             Pete Burness 

2           Conclusion 

2           Creativity 

2           Humor 

19 total points      

 

     DR. JEKYLL AND MR. MOUSE begins as Tom prepares himself a tasty bowl of milk. To his 

irritation, no sooner does he begin to lap it up then Jerry appears with a straw, siphoning a 

share. After customary knockabout racings which fail to daunt the interloper, Tom decides 

upon drastic revenge. He will poison the pest.  

     Failing to accurately follow ingredient mixing directions, he concocts something that looks 

sufficiently like normal milk to fool Jerry. The mouse sips some, alluringly left within easy 

access. He soon thereafter expands, turning into Supermouse. Now bigger, stronger, and bent 

on payback, he easily overcomes every hindrance Tom uses against him. The cat panics. His 

size dominance has been negated and milk supply put at risk. 

     Fortunately, the effects of drinking the tainted mixture begin to wear off over time, 

shrinking Jerry back to normal size. Then it is the mouse’s turn to fret. Like an addict craving a 

fix, he scurries about to prepare more of the heady drink that over-energized him. Tom’s 

attempts to abort this fail. Soon Jerry is once more a giant terrorizing an appalled cat.  

     In frustration over this unanticipated turn for the worse, Tom decides to try making an 

even more potent formula. He will drink it down quickly and then, too bad for Jerry.  



     Will it work? Was Jekyll able to subdue Hyde? 

     This animation benefits from Scott Bradley’s portentous musical accompaniment. 

Character expressiveness is flawless, with ideal timings for every grimace and glance. 

Hyperbolic gaping jaws and popping eyes add to the horrific atmosphere, as do some 

extremely sadistic torments used by Jerry against Tom.  

     Imagine Tex Avery partnering with Bob Clampett to create a comic parody of monster 

dramas. That’s what Hanna and Barbera produced, aided considerably by editing wipes, 

foregrounded shadows, and rapid camera passes along walls.  

     Don’t miss this installment of Tom and Jerry conflict. It’s especially suitable Halloween fare 

for teens and adults. However, the short is much too violent and mean-spirited for preteen 

viewing. Parental previewing and monitoring is strongly recommended. 


